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In this workbook, you will be working with Sphero, a ball that can move under the
instructions of the Sphero Edu app.
The sphero balls connect to the school iPad using Bluetooth. It is possible to connect a
Sphero Bolt or a Sphero SPRK directly to the app, but a Sphero 2.0 must be connected to
the iPad using the Bluetooth settings of the iPad.
In order to control sphero:
•
•
•

Start the Sphero Edu app.
Choose “Drive” at the bottom of the screen.
Use the bar below to control the device.

Press to aim the sphero. You
should rotate the circle so that
the blue light points towards you.

Drag the circle to
change the
sphero’s speed.

Drag the circle in
order to move
the sphero.

Drag the circle
to change the
sphero’s colour.

Drag the circle to
change the sphero’s
brightness.

Take a few minutes to become used to controlling the sphero successfully.
Rules when using the sphero:
•
•
•

Do not throw the sphero.
Try not to drop the sphero – it will not break if it falls from a table, but try to catch it first!
Follow the instructions of the teacher at the end of the lesson to keep the iPad and sphero tidily.

To create a program:
•

Click “Programs” at the bottom of the screen.

•
•

Press the button
to create a new program.
It is possible to create three types of program: “Draw”, “Blocks” or “Text”.
Most of the time, we will be using the “Blocks” type.
Under “Choose Compatible Robots”, make sure that you choose “Sphero
BOLT” and “Sphero”.

•

@mathemateg
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Exercise 1
Create a new program based on blocks.

4

Copy the program that is shown on the right into your program. Run the
program (make sure to aim the sphero first). How does the sphero move under
the effect of the program?
Exercise 2
Modify the program from Exercise 1 to move around your table, around 10 cm
from the edge.
After finishing, write down the program’s instructions in your book.
Exercise 3
Program the sphero to move around your table three times in succession, using
the “Loop” command.
Exercise 4
Using objects such as your pencil case, create an obstacle course on your table. Program the sphero to move from
one corner of the table to the opposite corner,
a) using a “Draw” program;
b) using a “Blocks” program.
After finishing, sketch the obstacle course in your book, and write down the program’s instructions.
Sphero to finish
here.

Sphero to start
here.
Exercise 5
Experiment with the instructions available in the programming language. Can you:
•
•
•

Change the sphero’s colour?
Change the sphero’s direction after it hits something?
Make sphero move randomly?

Challenge!
Can you program the sphero to move in a circle?
Is there more than one way of doing this?
/adolygumathemateg
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Football.
2 teams. 7 blue sphero
against 7 red sphero.
One referee.
5 minutes.

Obstacle Course.

Darts.

One room. The
quickest sphero to go
from beginning to end
wins.

Program the sphero to
land on the dart
board. The first to 301
wins.

Dance.
Program a set of
spheros to perform a
dance to a piece of
music.

Key Words

Further Questions

What went well?

To reach my target
level I will…

My Level ❑ My Target ❑
@mathemateg
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Exercise 6

4

Aim your sphero to travel along the longest side of your table, as shown in
the diagram on the right.
Use your ruler to measure how far the sphero travels under the effect of the
following program.
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 100%; for 1 second.
Exercise 7
Repeat Exercise 6, but using the following programs.
(a) Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 50%; for 1 second.
(b) Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 25%; for 1 second.
(c) Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 25%; for 2 seconds.
(d) Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 50%; for 2 seconds.
Exercise 8
Complete the following sentences.
(a) Rolling the sphero for the same time but at half the previous speed _______________ the distance travelled.
(b) Rolling the sphero at the same time but at double the previous speed _______________ the distance travelled.
(c) Rolling the sphero for half the previous time but at the same speed ______________ the distance travelled.
(d) Rolling the sphero for double the previous time but at the same speed ______________ the distance travelled.
Exercise 9
Write, in your book, two new programs for rolling the sphero the same distance that it travelled during Exercise 6.
Check that your programs work.
Exercise 10
Consider the following program.
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 100%; for 1 second.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 90°; at a speed of 25%; for 1 second.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 50%; for 2 seconds.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 270°; at a speed of 50%; for 0.5 seconds.
(a) WITHOUT running the program, estimate the distance that the sphero will travel
under the effect of the program. Show your method.
(b) Will the sphero return to its original starting position under the effect of the
program?
(c) Run the program to check your answers to (a) and (b). If your answers were
different, try to explain why.

/adolygumathemateg
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Distance, Time and Speed
When completing Exercises 6–10, you should have noticed a connection between the three measures distance; time
and speed. The formula triangle shown below displays the connection between these three measures.

D
T S

Distance = Time × Speed
Time = Distance ÷ Speed
Speed = Distance ÷ Time

To use the triangle,
hide the letter that you
want to use.

Exercise 11

7

(a) A sphero travels 6 metres in 3 seconds. Calculate the speed of the sphero, in metres per second.
(b) A sphero travels 9 metres at a speed of 1.5 metres per second. For how long was the sphero travelling?
(c) A sphero travels at a speed of 0.5 metres per second for 9 seconds. How far has the sphero travelled?
Exercise 12
(a) A train travels 120 miles in 2 hours. Calculate the average speed
of the train, in miles per hour.
(b) A car travels for an hour and a half at an average speed of 40
miles per hour. How far did the car travel?
(c) Iestyn walks for 2 km at an average speed of 4 km/hour. For
how long was Iestyn walking?
(d) A boat sails 21 km in 3 hours. Calculate its average speed.
(e) A car travels 192 miles on a motorway in 3 hours. Calculate its
average speed.
(f) Katie walks at an average speed of 3.5 km/hour for an hour and
a half. How far did Katie walk?
(g) How long does a boat travelling at 12 km/hour take to travel
60 km?
Exercise 13
(a) Sioned walks 2 miles at an average speed of 3 miles per hour. For how long
was Sioned walking? Give your answer in minutes.
(b) Usain Bolt runs a 100 m race in 9.58 seconds. What was his average speed,
in metres per second? Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.
(c) The manufacturer states that the maximum speed of a sphero is seven feet
per second.
(i) Change this speed to be in metres per second.
(ii) How far would the sphero travel in 3 seconds at its maximum speed? Give your answer in cm.
(d) A football player sprints for 4 seconds, at an average speed of 7.5 metres per second. How far did the player
sprint?
(e) A motorbike travels for 1 hour 20 minutes at an average speed of 30 km/hour. How far did the motorbike travel?
Challenge!
When driving a vehicle on the road, the maximum possible speed is usually
60 miles per hour. What is this speed in metres per second?

@mathemateg
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Exercise 14
Two spheros are placed 1 metre away from each other.

7

1m
The spheros travel towards each other at different speeds and meet after 4 seconds. The first sphero travels at a
constant speed of 0.15 metres per second. At which speed is the second sphero travelling?
2m

Challenge!
Four spheros stand at the corners of a square of length 2 metres. At the same
time, the spheros start to travel towards the centre of the square. At which speed
should the spheros travel in order to reach the centre after 1 second? (Give your
answer in metres per second, correct to one decimal place.)

11111111111

2m

Travel Graphs for Rectilinear Motion
Consider the following program.
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 100%; for 1 second.
Delay for 2 seconds.
Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 50%; for 2 seconds.
It is possible to draw the sphero’s journey in the form of a distance-time graph. Here is the graph for this program.
Distance-time graph for
the motion of the sphero

Rectilinear motion is motion that moves in
one direction only (forwards and backwards).

Distance (metres)
1.2
1.1

Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 100%; for 1 second.

1

The sphero rolls forwards 1 metre in 1 second.
The gradient of the graph is positive.

0.9
0.8
0.7

Delay for 2 seconds.

0.6

The sphero is stationary for 2 seconds, at a distance of 1 m away.
The graph is horizontal (with gradient zero).

0.5
0.4

Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 50%; for 2 seconds.

0.3

The sphero rolls backwards 1 metre in 2 seconds.
The gradient of the graph is negative.

0.2
0.1

Time
(seconds)

0
0

1

2

3

4

/adolygumathemateg
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Exercise 15

7

Here are some different programs for moving the sphero. Draw the distance-time graph for each program.
PROGRAM 1
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 100%; for 1
second.
Delay for 3 seconds.
Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 25%; for
4 seconds.

1.2

PROGRAM 2
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 20%; for 2
seconds.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 30%; for 2
seconds.
Delay for 3 seconds.
Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 50%; for
2 seconds.
Distance-time graph for Program 2
Distance (metres)
1.2

1.1

1.1

1

1

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0

0

Distance-time graph for Program 1
Distance (metres)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9 10 11
Time (seconds)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9 10 11
Time (seconds)

(Draw the graphs for programs 3 and 4 on a piece of squared paper).
PROGRAM 3
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 50%; for 1
second.
Delay for 2 seconds.
Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 25%; for
2 seconds.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 60%; for 1
second.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 30%; for
2 seconds.

@mathemateg

PROGRAM 4
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 80%; for 1
second.
Delay for 1.5 seconds.
Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 80%; for
0.5 seconds.
Delay for 2 seconds.
Roll the sphero at an angle 0°; at a speed of 50%; for 1
second.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 180°; at a speed of 10%; for
2 seconds.
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Calculating the Speed from a Distance-Time graph
It is possible to use a distance-time graph to calculate the speed for any part of the journey.
Use the formula Speed = Change in distance ÷ Change in time to do this.
Let us consider again the example from page 8.
Distance-time graph for
the motion of the sphero

For the first part of the journey,
Speed = Change in distance ÷ Change in time
Speed = 1 ÷ 1
Speed = 1 metre per second.

Distance (metres)
1.2
1.1
1

For the second part of the journey,
Speed = Change in distance ÷ Change in time
Speed = 0 ÷ 2
Speed = 0 metres per second.

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

0.5
For the third part of the journey,
Speed = Change in distance ÷ Change in time
Speed = 1 ÷ 2
Speed = 0.5 metres per second.

0.4

0.3
0.2
0.1

Time
(seconds)

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Exercise 16

7

For each graph from Exercise 15, calculate the speed for each part of the journey.
(Perhaps you would like to label the parts of each journey with the letters A, B, C, ...)
Distance-time graph for Exercise 17
Exercise 17
Distance (metres)
(a) For the distance-time graph on the right, calculate the speed
0.6
for each part of the journey.
(b) Write the sphero program that gives the distance-time graph
0.5
on the right.
0.4
Exercise 18
(a) Write your own program to control the sphero. (Use angles
0° and 180° only; exactly 10 seconds of time; and at least 4
commands.)
(b) Draw the distance-time graph for your program.
(c) Calculate the speed for each part of your program.

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

/adolygumathemateg
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Speed-Time Graphs
During the top half of the previous page, we calculated the speed of a sphero during the three
parts of its journey. It is possible to show this information in the form of a speed-time graph.
Speed-time graph for the
motion of the sphero
1.2

For the first part of the journey,
the sphero travels at 1 metre
per second for 1 second.

Speed (metres per second)

Why are the
vertical lines in
the speed-time
graph dotted
lines, and not
solid lines?

1.1
1
0.9

For the second part of the
journey, the sphero travels at
0 metres per second for
2 seconds. (It is stationary.)

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

Time
(seconds)

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

For the third part of the
journey, the sphero travels at
0.5 metres per second for
2 seconds.

6

Exercise 19

7

Draw a speed-time graph for each program in Exercise 15.
(Use the squared paper below for programs 1 and 2.)
Speed-time graph for Program 1

Speed-time graph for Program 2

Speed (metres per second)

Speed (metres per second)

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.1

1

1

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0

0
0

1

2

@mathemateg
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4

5

6

7

8 9 10 11
Time (seconds)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9 10 11
Time (seconds)
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Exercise 20

7

Here is a speed-time graph for a sphero journey that lasts 5.5 seconds.
Speed-time graph for Exercise 20
0.7

Speed (metres per second)

0.6

(a) Write a program to control the sphero that would produce this
graph. (Use 3 exactly commands, and rectilinear motion.)
(b) Write a different program to control the sphero that would produce
the same graph. (Again, use exactly 3 commands, and rectilinear
motion.)

0.5
0.4
0.3

(c) How many different (3 command) programs is it possible to write in
order to produce this graph? Why is it possible to write more than one?

0.2

(d) Draw a distance-time graph for your program from part (a).
(e) Draw a distance-time graph for your program from part (b).

0.1
0
0

1

2

3

4
5
6
Time (seconds)

(f) CHALLENGE!
How many different distance-time graphs would
give the speed-time graph on the left?

Distance travelled from a Speed-time graph
It is possible to use a speed-time graph to calculate the distance an object has travelled during its journey.
To do this, we must find the total area underneath the graph.
Example
Let us consider, once again, the speed-time graph from the previous page.
Speed-time graph for the
motion of the sphero
1.2
1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Speed (metres per second)

The area of this rectangle is 1 × 1 = 1.
So, during the first second of the journey,
the sphero has travelled 1 metre.
Between one and three seconds, the speed
of the sphero is 0 metres per second, so the
sphero does not move.
The area of this rectangle is 2 × 0.5 = 1.
So, between three and five seconds, the
sphero has travelled 1 metre.

Time
(seconds)
0

1

2

3

4

5

The total distance travelled during the
whole journey is 1 + 1 = 2 metres. This is
the total area underneath the graph.

6

Exercise 21

7

Using your speed-time graphs from Exercise 19, calculate the total distance travelled for each of the 4 programs.
/adolygumathemateg
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Exercise 22

7

The following graph shows the speed of a robot as it travels along a straight line.
Speed-time graph for the journey of a robot
Speed (metres per second)

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

Time
(seconds)

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11

(a) How fast is the robot moving at time 3 seconds?
(b) How fast is the robot moving at time 1 second?
(c) For how many seconds is the robot travelling at constant speed during the middle part of its journey?
(d) How far did the robot travel during its journey?
(e) CHALLENGE!

Draw a possible distance-time graph for the journey of the robot.

Summary
The gradient of a distance-time graph gives the speed.
The area underneath a speed-time graph gives the
distance travelled.

Key Words

Further Questions

What went well?

To reach my target
level I will…

My Level ❑ My Target ❑
@mathemateg
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When programming a sphero, we must note the angle that we would like to use. After aiming the sphero correctly,
the 0° (for example) means that the sphero moves away from us, and 90° means that the sphero starts to travel to
the right.
Bearings use a similar system, but the angle is measured from the direction of the North each time.
Directions of the compass
The needle on a compass always points towards the magnetic north pole. The following diagram shows some of the
directions of the compass; along with their bearing, given as an angle. Note that each bearing uses 3 digits, and that
they increase in a clockwise direction.
North (000°)
North-West (315°)

North-East (045°)

West (270°)

East (090°)

South-West (225°)

South-East (135°)
South (180°)

A sentence to remember
Bearings are measured clockwise from the North in degrees.

Exercise 23
Starting from the dot in the box below, draw, to scale, the following journey.

7

Travel 4 cm at a bearing of 000°.
Travel 10 cm at a bearing of 090°.
Travel 3 cm at a bearing of 135°.
Travel 5 cm at a bearing of 270°.
N

/adolygumathemateg
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Example
The bearing of B from A below is 107°.

The bearing of A from B below is 266°.

N

N
107°

A

B
A

266°

B
Exercise 24
Use a protractor and a ruler to measure the following bearings.
(a) B from A
(b) A from B
(c) D from C
(d) C from D
(e) F from E
(f) E from F
(g) E from B
(h) B from E
(i) D from F
(j) F from D
(k) C from E
(l) E from C
(m) F from C
(n) C from F
(o) E from A
(p) A from E

7
N

B

C
A
E

What is the
connection
between some
of the answers?

F
D

Exercise 25
Using the scale 1 cm = 1 m, draw the journey of a sphero that follows the program below.
Roll the sphero at an angle 20°; at a speed of 100%; for 3 seconds.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 125°; at a speed of 50%; for 10 seconds.
Delay for 1 second.
Roll the sphero at an angle 70°; at a speed of 25%; for 48 seconds.
N

@mathemateg
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Exercise 26

7

A ship sails at a bearing of 065° for 6 miles, then at a bearing of 200° for 3 miles.
(a) Using the scale 1 cm = 1 mile, draw a scale drawing of the ship’s journey.
(b) How far is the ship from its starting point at the end of its journey?
(c) Which bearing would take the ship back to its starting point?
Exercise 27
Complete the following table to show the bearings of the aeroplanes.

BA172
AF456

AF452
QA201

CO2
BA36

CO28

NZ2

Aeroplane

BA172

Bearing
/adolygumathemateg

BA36

CO28
320°

NZ2

AF452
070°

240°
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Exercise 28

7

A famous pop group embark on a European tour during the month of March.
Copy and complete the following writing frame to describe their journey around Europe.
Give the bearings correct to the nearest 5° and the distances correct to the nearest 20 km.

March 8th
March 19th

Start in
London on
March 6th

March 21st

March 15th

Writing Frame:

March 23rd
March 25th

Finish in Lisbon on
March 27th

The group start their journey in
London on March 6th. To reach
Dublin, they fly ........... km at a bearing
of .........°. After singing in Dublin on
March 8th, they fly to Cologne in
Germany, flying .......... km on a
bearing of .........° ...

Exercise 29
Complete the following table to show who travels at which bearing. (The diagram is not drawn to scale.)
N
Ffred

Name

Ann

Bearing

Ann
Brenda
30° 40°
25°

Brenda
Carwyn

40°
50°

Delyth
20°

Carwyn

Eirian
Delyth

@mathemateg
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Exercise 30

7

The following diagram shows the plan view of a house.
N

1m
A sphero is located where the red arrow points to on the diagram.
Plot the journey of the sphero, using the following instructions.
(a) Move 2 m at a bearing of 140°.
(b) Move 4 m at a bearing of 270°.
(c) Move 1.2 m at a bearing of 200°.
(d) Move 3 m at a bearing of 265°.
(e) Move 1 m at a bearing of 320°.
(f) Move 2 m at a bearing of 280°.
(g) Move 1.5 m at a bearing of 040°.
In which room does the sphero finish its journey?
Exercise 31
The bearing of a ship in the Irish Sea is
measured from two coastal locations.

N

The ship is at a bearing of 040° from Moelfre
and at a bearing of 335° from Hoylake.
(a) By drawing appropriate lines on the
diagram, mark the location of the ship.
(b) Write the bearing of the ship from Douglas.
N
N

/adolygumathemateg
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Exercise 32

7

Find the bearing of A from B in each case. (The diagrams are not drawn to scale.)
(a)

N

(b)

(c)

N
N

N
50°

B

B

(d)

N

N
A
240°

A
290°

A

N

B

115°

N

A
B

CHALLENGE 1
Re-arrange the tables in your mathematics classroom to create an
obstacle course for a sphero.
Program your sphero to go around the obstacle course in the quickest
time, being careful not to touch any objects or fall on the floor.
CHALLENGE 2
Look at the map of the grounds of Ysgol y Creuddyn. Design a treasure hunt
around the school, in order to form a word or short sentence. For example, here
are the instructions for the Welsh word “ONGL”:
•
•
•
•
•

Start at the letter O.
Walk 90 m at a bearing of 180°. The letter is _____.
Walk 80 m at a bearing of 290°. The letter is _____.
Walk 60 m at a bearing of 160°.
Walk 45 m at a bearing of 130°. The letter is _____.

Verify your instructions outside using a compass and measuring wheel.

Key Words

Further Questions

What went well?

To reach my target
level I will…

My Level ❑ My Target ❑
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A locus is a set of points satisfying some property. A locus can be a point; a line; a curve; an area or a space.
Example
Draw a dot in the middle of a piece of A3 paper. Input the following program into the Sphero Edu app.

Run the program 20 times, starting the sphero from the dot each time, and recording (with a cross) where the
sphero ends.
Exercise 33
7

On running the program an infinite number of times, what would be the pattern of crosses at the end?
Distance from a point
The above program describes one type of locus, namely the locus of all points that are at a
constant distance from a fixed point. This type of locus has a shape in the form of a circle.
Example
On the right, the locus of a point P is shown, where P moves so that
it is always at a distance of 2 cm from the fixed point A.
Exercise 34

A

Draw the following loci in your book.
(a) The locus of the point P that moves so that it is always 6 cm from a fixed point A.
(b) The locus of the point P that moves so that it is always less than 6 cm from a fixed point A.
(c) The locus of the point P that moves so that it is always greater than 6 cm from a fixed point A.
Exercise 35
The length of the minute hand on a clock is 8 cm. The length of the hour hand is 3 cm less.
Draw the locus of the end of these hands as the time changes from 12:00 pm to 12:20 pm.
Challenge!
For an hour, a helicopter travelled at a constant speed of 100 mph. During this time, the distance of the helicopter
from Liverpool Airport was exactly 50 miles. Draw, to scale, the locus of the helicopter’s journey.

/adolygumathemateg
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Distance from a line
The diagram on the right shows the locus of the point
P that moves so that it is always 2 cm from the line AB,
which is 3 cm in length.
Exercise 36

A

B

7

Discuss with a partner:
(a) How would you draw the above locus accurately?
(b) Which sports use this type of locus?
Exercise 37
Draw the following loci in your book.
(a) The locus of the point P that moves so that it is always 4 cm from a line AB, which is 5 cm in length.
(b) The locus of the point P that moves so that it is always 3.5 cm from a line AB, which is 8 cm in length.
(c) The locus of the point P that moves so that it is always 5 cm from a line AB, which is 2 cm in length.
Exercise 38
On the right, a plan for a garden is
shown, with a fence encircling the garden.
The scale of the drawing is 1 cm = 1 m.
Tree

The owner wants to sow grass seeds in the garden.
The grass must be at least 2 m from the tree and at least 0.5 m
from the fence.
Colour, in green on the plan, where the owner can sow grass
seeds.
Exercise 39
The scale for this exercise is 1 cm = 1 m.
(a) Draw the locus of all the points that are less than
3 m from the point A.

(b) Draw the locus of all the points that are less than
2 m from the line AB.

A

C

A

C

B

D

B

D
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(c) Draw the locus of all the points that are less than
4 m from the point A and more than 4 m from C.

(d) Draw the locus of all the points that are less than
2 m from the line AD.

A

C

A

C

B

D

B

D

(e) Draw the locus of all the points that are less than
3 m from the point E.

A

(f) Draw the locus of all the points that are more than
2 m from the point E and more than 5 m from C.

C

A

E

B

C

E

D

B

D

(g) Draw the locus of all the points that are less than
3 m from the point E and more than 3 m from the line AB.

(h) Draw the locus of all the points that are more than
1 m from the triangle AEB.

A

A

C

E

B

E

D
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Perpendicular Bisector
In order to draw the locus of all the points that are equidistant from two different points (the same
distance from the points), we need to use a compass and a ruler to draw the perpendicular bisector.
Example
Let us draw a perpendicular bisector for the points A and
B shown in the diagram on the right.

C

(a) With a ruler, connect A to B with a straight line.
(b) Open your compass to be more than half the length
of the line AB. Put the point of your compass on A and
draw a half circle as shown.

B

(c) Without changing the compass, put the point on B
and draw a half circle as shown.
(d) The two half circles will intersect at two new points C
and D. Use a ruler to connect these two points. This line
is the perpendicular bisector of the points A and B (any
point on the line is equidistant from A and B). Note that
the lines AB and CD intersect at a right angle.

A
D

7

Exercise 40
(a) Draw the locus of all the points that are half way
between A and B.

(b) Draw the locus of all the points that are half way
between C and D.

C
B

A

D

(c) Draw the locus of all the points that are half way
between E and F.

(d) Draw the locus of all the points that are half way
between G and H.

E

F
@mathemateg
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Exercise 41

7

(a) Draw the locus of all the points that are closer
to A than to B.

(b) Draw the locus of all the points that are closer
to C than to D.

C

A

B
D

(c) Draw the locus of all the points that are closer
to F than to E.

(d) Draw the locus of all the points that are closer
to G than to H.

F

G

E

H

Angle Bisector
Given an angle AB̂ C, it is possible to use a compass and a ruler to draw the line that halves the angle. Like this, we
draw the line that is equidistant from the lines AB and BC that form the angle.
Example
Let us halve the angle AB̂ C shown on the right.

A

(a) Open your compass to be around half the length of
the shortest line, here AB.
(b) Put the point of your compass on B, and draw arcs
that cross the lines AB and BC.
(c) Without changing the compass, move its point to the
location where the first arc intersects the line AB. Draw a
new arc as shown.

B

D

(d) Without changing the compass, move its point to the
location where the second arc intersects the line BC.
Draw a new arc as shown.
(e) The two new arcs intersect at the point D. With a
ruler, draw the line BD in order to halve the angle AB̂ C.
/adolygumathemateg
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Exercise 42

7

(a) Draw the locus of all the points that are equidistant (b) Draw the locus of all the points that are equidistant
from the lines AB and AC.
from the lines AB and BC.

B

A
B

A

C

C

(c) Draw the locus of all the points that are closer to
the line AB than to the line BC.

(d) Draw the locus of all the points that are closer to
the line BC than to the line AB.

A

A

B

B
C

C

(e) Draw the locus of all the points that are closer to the line DE than to the line EF.

D
E
F
(f) Draw the locus of all the points that are closer to
the line GH than to the line HI.

(g) Draw the locus of all the points that are equidistant
from the lines JK and LM.

G

J

K

L

M

I

H
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Exercise 43
0
7

20
miles

A large company wishes to base their
headquarters in Wales.

Caernarfon
Wrexham

The manager tells Ffion to find a location
for the headquarters.
Here are the instructions Ffion has
received from her manager.

•
•

an equal distance between
Wrexham and Aberaeron, and
an equal distance between
Caernarfon and Swansea.

WALES
Aberaeron

ENGLAND

“Find the point that is

The new headquarters needs to be
located within 20 miles of this point.”
On the map shown on the right, shade
the region, in Wales, that Ffion should
present to her manager.

Swansea

Exercise 44
It is possible to experiment with GeoGebra to create different loci.
Try to use the software to create the following types of loci.
(a) Distance from a point
(c) Perpendicular bisector

/adolygumathemateg

(b) Distance from a line
(d) Angle bisector
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Drawing a Perpendicular from a Point to a Line
It is possible to adapt the technique for drawing a perpendicular bisector in order to draw a
perpendicular from any point to a line.
Example
Let us draw a perpendicular line from the point P to the line AB in
the diagram shown on the right.

P

B

(a) Put the point of your compass on the point P, and extend the
length of the compass past the line AB. Draw two arcs that cross the
line AB.

A

(b) Without changing your compass, move its point to the location
where the first arc intersects the line AB. Draw a new arc as shown.
(c) Without changing your compass, move its point to the location
where the second arc intersects the line AB. Draw a new arc as
shown.

(d) With a ruler, draw a straight line from the point P to where the final two arcs drawn intersect. This line is the
perpendicular from the point P to the line AB.
Exercise 45
Draw the perpendicular from the point P to the line AB in the following boxes.
(a)

7

(b)

A

A
P

P
B
B

Key Words

Further Questions

What went well?

To reach my target
level I will…

My Level ❑ My Target ❑
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Puzzles
If 1 is folded to make a house,
which of 2–9 are formed?
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Which two arrows are the same?
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